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Abstract
In the Norwegian Sea in June 1994, young GonatusJabncii with dorsal mantle length from 10
to 70 mm constituted at least 1.5 m mill. tonnes of biomass in the upper 30 m. At a length of 50
to 70 mm the species disappears from the surface layers, and are found from 400 m and
downwards to at least 1100 ffi. When the inr1ividu~ls die at 3....n age of two years one cohort of
Gonatus jabricii has prodused a bio!!Ul!':.S of 20 mill. tonnes. The most important predators of
Gonatus fabricii are t.he bottlenose whale and the sperm whale. They are estimated to eat 480
000 and 364 500 tounes respectively. Hooded seals also eat a considerable amount of Gonatus
Jabricii . The present authors think that a surplus production of Gonatus Jabricii takes place.
Keywords: squid, sperm whale, bottlenose whale, pilot whale, hooded seal, biomass.

Introduction.
Gonatusfabricii (Lichtenstein, 1818) is the most abundant squid of the arctic and subarctic
waters of the North Atlantic. This squid was studied intensively in the eighties and is the best
known oceanic cold water squid (Kristensen 1983). In his work about u'1e biology of Gonatus
fabricii Kristensen (1983) concludes: "Gonatusfabricii hatch at a size of 0.3 cm PL (Pen
Length. Present authors note). As juveniles of 0.3-4.0 cm the species lives in L"'1e uppermost 80
m of the water column. At increasing size they live deeper, and as sub-adults and adults they
live above the bottom from 200 m downwards, but migrate upwards at night. Growth is about
8 mm per month and they reach a size of about 10 cm PL the first year."
Until 1995 only 7 mature speci.mens of Gonatus fabricii were recorded and only one specimen
closer described (Kristensen 1981, 1984 and Sennikov etal. 1989). These specimens were
recorded at depths varying from 2700 m to 160 m. In 1995 three mature males and two mature
females were caught with a pelagic trawl in depths varying stepvise from 270 m to 820 m over
depths of 1350 m off Andenes (Fig. 1) (Bj\<lrke and Hansen 1996).
In the Norwegian Sea, larger Gonatus is one of the main items in the diet of sperm whales,
bottlenose whales, Berardius, and narwhales, and is also consumed by pilot whales, white
whales, Sowerby's whale and other cetaceans, Greenland seals, hooded seals, sea birds
including the albatross, cod, saithe sea perch, the Greenland shark, grenadiers (Macrurus spp.)
blue ling and greenland halibut (Nesis 1956, Kristensen 1983, Wiborg et at. 1984).

Increased knOWledge about the biology and abundance of Gonatrdsfabricii and abundance
estimates of some of its predators make it possible to evaluate its ecological Lrnportan.ce as food
in the Norwegian Sea.
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Fig. 1. Abundance 'of young -Gpnatus fabricii during SUlIllner 1994. Catch of Gonatus in
JrJlogra...T.LLT!1es per 30 rrin tra\vl haul in t..lJ.e snrface layers. l=Traw! stations. 2=Catch of
Gonatus larger than 200 mm ML and of recordings of mature specimens,

Materials and methods
Sampling
Materials were mainly collected during four cruises; one in the period 30 May-IS August 1994
covering most of the Norwegian Sea (Dalpadado et aL 1998), one in the period 17-21 july
1996 bff Andenes~ NOr.~}3y (Fig i), one in the period 20 July-l5 Aug. 1996 covering the
Norwegian Economica. Zone and one in the peri(',i 8-18 April 1998 off Ml1Ire, Norway (Fig
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I). In addition, deep pelagic trawl hauls have been made occasionally during summer cruises in
the Norwegian Sea.
The materials were sampled with a pelagic Akra trawl with an opening of 3Om*30m
(ValdenlafSefl and. tv1isund, 1995, ·Dal padado et al. 1998).
Biomass of smaller Gonatus
Th"
was fishing at the surface with a
---- rn"lap"ic
- - - - 0 - - trawl
----- used
- - . durinl!
. . . . the 1994 summer coveral!e
.......
speed of 2.5 to 3 knots, and the duration of the haul was 30 min. Nothing is known about the
herdinl! effect on Gonatus. Godlil et aL (1994) found insignificant herding effect of the large
meshes in front of the trawl on cod larvae smaller than 65~mm and W. Valdemarsen (Institute
of Marine Research, Norway, pers. comnm.) estimated an effective catching opening of 30
m'±l Om2 of the trawl in sampling young cod. Using the same reasoning for Gonatus, the
integrated amount of young Gonatus in Fig. 1 constituted 3.0, 2.0 and 1.5 mill. tonnes with
an effective catching opening of 20m2, 30m2 and 40m2 respectively. Assuming an effective
catching opening of 40rri the biomass of Gonatus shown on Fig 1 constitute 1.5 mill. tonues.
The biomassestimates are based on trawl catches in the upper 30 m. This is a very low
estimate since theoretically only 6.32 (40.2) m of the water column is sampled effectively.
Usually a continous layer of plankton and juvenile fish is observed in the upper 50-60 m during
summer and autumn surveys made in these waters (Sundby et al. 1989). Dalpadado et al.
~
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oVer an area to estimate the totallli"TIOunt present.
Length-weight relationship
Based on data on length and weight from the field in 1996, a length-weight relationship for
Gonatus was established. The data comprised 34 length and weight measurement of Gonatus in
the length range 100 to 360 mm ML for the two sexes combined: The length-weight
relationship was described by the equation W=aLb , where W is weight in grams and L is
dorsal mantle length in mm. A linear regression oflog-transformed data gave a=1.9E 10-5 and
b=2_99_ The observations and the estimated relationship are shovn on Fig. 2_
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Fig. 2. Length-weight reiationship for Gonatus (sexes cOj:nbined) baSed on a field study
including 34 ~;pecimens in i 996. The observations are sho"rn together with the modelled
relationship according to the equation W=1.912- 10-5 - L2 .99 .)
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Biomass estimates of larger Gonatus
In order to eSt1.111ate the biolnass production of Gonatus in the t~orwegian Sea a sinlple illodel
was made. The model have the following asswlltions: Gonatus live for t'W'o years (Ark.l1..ipkin
and Bj0rke in prep.) and the instantai'leous mortalir=j rate is constant over t."'1e first 23 months
(equalling 0.06 month"), when 95% of the individuals have died. The remaining 5% of the
cohort spawn and die in the 24th month. Growth in length is constant and equals 14 mm
month·, Weight is related to length according to the equation Weight=1.912 10.5 . Length2,9.,
when weight is measured in grams and lenght in mm. Allindividuals are assumed to be hatched
in Januarv. The calculations are further based on a measuredbiomassin Julv of 1.5 million
tonnes. corresponding to 140 billion individuals, and number hatched in J alluarv is then 275·.
billion individuals. The production is calculated by mUltiplying the number of individuals dying
each month by their mean weight.
The production (Fig. 3) is seen to increase slowly from almost nil during the fIrst month to
about 1 million tonnes near the end of the two-year life cycle. When the spawning stock,
constituting about 7.5 million tonnes die in connection with spawning the output production
reaches 8 million tonnes in month no. 24. During this period the cumulative production,
however, amounts to more than 20 million tonnes, of which 85% are output during the second
year of life. In a steady situation, the production of one cohort during its lifetime is equal to. the
total production of one cohort during one year. This means that about 20 million tonnes of
Gonatus dies of natural causes each year.
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Fig. 3. Output from the production of Gonatus fabricii described in the text.
Biology of Gonatus fabricii
Distribution

Gonarus jabricii is found in offshore 'arctic and subartic waters of the norlhem l~orth Atlantic
from the Newfoundland Basin, arouIl.d Greenland and eastwards to the Barents Sea (Roper et
al. 1984).
4

Hatching and spawning area

Nesis (1965) assumed that Gonatus did not 1rutke any significal"lt spawning migration. Bj~rke
and Hansen (1996) suggested that Gonatusfabricii females rnat'J..L~d at lengUls between 190
and 250 mm while males did so at smaller lengths.
Fig. 1 shows recordings of mature Gonatus fabricii by other authors ( Kristensen 1981,
Sennikov et al. 1989) and of specimens larger than 200 mm sampled in the period 1995-1997.
Larger Gonatus seems to be distributed all over the Norwe!!ian Sea (Fi!!. 1), and are c~n"ht
whenever the a trawl haul is made at depths of 1000 m or deeper. This distribution and the
distribution of younger specimens (Fig. 1) indicate that spawning and hatching takes place over
large areas. Wiborg (1979) suggested that areas with high abundance of bottlenose whale
could be spawning ground for Gonatus fabricii since Gonatus is the main food item for
bottlenose whale (Fig. 5). Bj!Zlrke et al. (1997) found eggs of Gonatus off Andenes (Fig. 1) in
July.
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Hatching period
By backcalculating length distribution Bj!Zlrke (1995) suggested that hatching took place during
most of the year \vith a maximum in Janua.t-,;y-Febn.1&-y'. Speci.tliens of Gonatusfabricii smaller
than 10 IP.....'TI
.. ; i. e. less tha..'1 one mont.~ old have been recorded in plankton sfullpled off the
Norwegia..Tl shelf in January, ~A...pril an.d July.
Vertical distribution oflarger Gonatus
During the preliminary sampling in 1997 off Andenes three hauls of three hrs. duration were
taken ID. 1000-900 m, '800-700 ill and 600-500 m to locate the vertical distribution of Gonatus
fabricii . Individuals larger than 200 mm were only found in the deepest haul. Most of the hauls
were later taken at depths of 1100 m, which was the maximum depth of the gear. The
sampling was done with 24 hrs. daylight. Gonatus fabricii larger than 200 mm have, however,
been sampled in shallower depths (Sennikov et al. 1989, Wiborg 1984), and during a cruise in
April 1998 Gonatus fabricii larger than 200 mm were found at depths as shallow as 400 m both
day and night. This was at the bottom of a scattering layer extanding from 250 to 400 m
(Skjoldal et al. 1993). However, Gonatus fabricii larger than 200 mm were recorded at all
depths down to 1200 ill which was the maximum depth fished.
Shoaling

Nesis (1965) a...TJ:d FJistensen (1983) report..s that Gonatus is a shoaling squid. \Vhen trawling at
random Ln t..he Norwegia.l1 Sea at dept..hs larger tha.TJ 1000 m (Fig. 1) one or more Gonatus larger
than 200 mm were always caught From this it call be concluded tb.at Gonatus does does not
seem to be shoaling when it becomes larger.
Predators
Of the mammals mentioned above which prey upon larger Gonatus the abundance of sperm
whale, bottlenose whale .and hooded seal in the Norwegian Sea can be estimated. Thecephalopod consumption by sperm whale, bottlenose whale and hooded seal is further
investigated. Hence it is possible to make a rough estimation of the consumption of Gonatus
fabricii by some of these predators.

Sperm whale as predator
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) in the Norwegian Sea
during summer 1995. They are distributed all over the Norwegian Sea, but there is a tendency
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Fig. 4. Distribution of sperm whale sightings during NASS-9S. From Nameo (i997)
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to concentrate in the eastern part of the ocean. Usually cephalopods are the mam diet of sperm
whales (Kawakarni 1980), but Roe (1969) found that fish was the dominant food of the sperm
whales caught off Iceland. This was later confirmed by Martin and Clarke (1986), and they
found thai squids belonging to the faroilies crancrridae and rristioteutidae contributed 250/0 and

38% to the weight of cephalopods eaten and gonatidae 9%.
The food of sperm whale from the }~onvegian Sea is not investigated, but Hjort and Ruud
(1929) classified it as large fish and squids. Benjarninsen ( IMR, Bergen pers. comm. )
investigated briefly the stomach contents of 12 sperm whales caught off Andenes during the
summer 1971. Two ofthe stomachs were empty, four contained beaks of squids only, and six
both beaks and fish remoiqs. Sontos et aL (1996) found that Gonatus sp. constituted more than
90 % of t.he stomach content in weight of six sperm whales stranded near Aberdeen, and they
suggested that concentrations of spawning Gonatus fabricii probably represent an important
recource for sperm. whales in the North Atlantic.This is also suggested by Clarke. (1996) and
the present authors believe that Gonatus fabricii is the main food item for the sperm Whales in
the Norwegian Sea. During the sampling of the larger Gonatusjabricii shown in Fig. 1, 189
kg of cephalopods were sampled and 72% of this represented the octopod Cirroteuthis mulleri
(Eschricht). This is, however, a slow swimming species and isoversampled compared to the
much quicker Gonatus fabricii, but it might be eaten by the sperm whale. Of other cephalopod
species was only found one specimen of T'euthowenia megalops.
Christensen et al. (1992) estimated the abundance of sperm whales in the northern part of the
Norwegian Sea to be 2500 individuals. 0ien (IMR Bergen, Norway, pers. comm) estimated
roughly the average weight of the sperm wales to be 30 tonnes with a daily consumption of 3
% of bodyweighL 0ien supposed that the sperm whale was to be found in the }~orwcgian Sea
for about six Hl0nths, allthough there \\rere indications L.1.at some were to be found for a longer
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Fig. 5. Locations ofbottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus) caught by Norwegian whalers
in the period 1938-1972. From Benjarninsen and Christensen 1979.
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Northern bottlenose whille as predator
Nammco (1995) made a sighting estimate of 8827 bottlenose whales (Hyperoodon ampullatus)
in the North Atlantic. Use of correction factors dueto the long dive tlrrie of this species led to .
an estimate of around 40,000 animals. Benjaminsenand Christensen (1979) investigated the
stomach content of 46 bottienose whales caught northeast off Iceiand in 1976. Of these 40 had
eaten only Gonatus jabricii while four had eaten fish and Gonatus jabricii . The bottlenose
sighting map for the 1995 surveys shows that bottlenose whales also was observed outside the
NorWegian Sea i.e. in the Inninger Sea and south of Iceland (Nammco 1995). In this area'the
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surveys the area northeast of Iceland towards Jan Mayen had far the greatest abundance of
bottlenose whales (75%) (Sigutdjonsson and Vikingsson 1992). Assuming the same
distribution in the 1995 surveys this means that atleast75 % ofthe 40,000 whales were
recorded in the North Atlantic where onlv Gonatus fabricii is to be found. Assuming the
numoer of bottlenose whales around Iceland and adiacent waters to be 41625 whales,
Sigurdjonsson and Vikingsson (1992) estimated the consum of cephalopods to be 650,851
tons. This means that at least 480,000 (75%) tonnes of Gonatus sp. eaten by the bottlenose
whale is Gonatus jabricii.
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Hooded seal as predator
The West Ice stock of hooded seal (Cystophora cristata), which spend most of their iife in the
Norwegian Sea may count in the order of 250000 animals, with an average weighiof 170 kg
(Folkow and Blix 1995).
Potelov et al.(1997) investigated stomach content of hooded seal during moulting off the east
coast of Greenland and found that Gonatus jabricii constituted 79.2 % of the prey biomass in
the few stolllach with contents.· Polar cod (Boreogadus saida) and L'1.e aInphipod Themisto sp.
constituted 15.7 % and 5.10/0, respectively. During moult the seals eats very lit-tJe. Folko\v and
'Dl:'U'
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may dive repeatedly to >1,000 m, but usually dive to 100-600 m depth~ After moult the
satellite tagged seals performed excursions which lasted for approximately 3-7 weeks to such
distant areas as the waters off the Faroe Islands, the Irminger Sea, north/northeast of Iceland,
areas in the Norwegian Sea and along the continental edge from Norway to Bear Island.
Investigations of th~ seals diet in this-areas have not been made, but the"the authors suggested
that thespatial and temporal distribution of the seals off the Faroe Islands and west of lieland
correlated well with the known distribution of the blue whiting (Micromesistus poutassou). The
tagged seals spent 16 % of the seal days in these areas. They were calculated to consume 105
000 tonnes of blue whiting during this period. In the Irminger Sea the seals spent 3.8 % seal
days and the authors suggested ,that the seals most likely fed on redfish. The consurntion of
redfish was estlrriated to be 18000 tonnes. In the ice .covered area off east Greenland the tagged
seals spent 38 % seal days. Tnis is much more than what is needed for breeding and moulting
when the seal is fasiing. Ii is ihus-reaSonable to believe mat at least 100000 tonneS of Gonatus
is consumed by the hooded seal in this area.
Pilot whale as predator.

The Pilot \vhale (Globicephala tnelas) is !<.no,vn to be a squid eater (Despoltes an.d Mouritsen
1988, Nesis 1965). Desportes and Mouritsen (1988) investigated the diet of pilot whales
caught at the Faroe Islands. In years when Todarodes saggitatus was present beaks of this
species was found in all the stomachs, and represented 96 % of the beaks. Gonatus sp.
appeared in 40 % of the stomachs but contributed only 4 % of the beaks. In years when no.
Todarodes were landed, Gonatussp. was recorded in 80 % of the stomachs and represented 80·
% of the beaks, The Gonatus species eaten was most probably Gonatus jabricii since the
whales were reported to feed north of the Faroe Islands. However, the pilot whale is not very
common in the Norwegian Sea (Christensen, l1v1R, Bergen, Norway pers. commn.). Although
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in most probably feed on Gonatusfabricii in the NorntegiailSea occationally,the biomass
consumed is probably small compared to that of the spenn vhale.

Discussion
A yearly production of 20 mill tonnes of Gonatus is rather high, knowing that the spawning
stock of herring in the Norwegian Sea is about 9 mill. tonnes. Nesis (1997), however,
investigated the yearly production of gonatid squids in the subartic North Pacific and estimated
the yearly production to be in the order of 50-80 mill. tonnes. Hence a yearly production of 20
mill. tonnes in th~ Norwegian Sea SeeiTlS to be in the right order of magnitude. Before the
spavning takes place and tlle individuals die the production is about 15 ruill. tonnes. ~,,1ost
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by the assumed most important predators the amount eaten is around 1 mill. tonnes. If the
calculations above is correct, this means that 14 mill. tonnes of Gonatus could be eaten by the
other predators mentioned above. This amount is rather high and the present authors think that
some of the Gonatus is not eaten by the predators mentioned above and that a surplus
production of Gonatus occur.
This is supported by the fact that in 1890, before the hunting on the bottlenose whale started,
the stock of bottlenose whale was estimated to be in the order of 120 000 specimens
(Christensen I. IMRpers. commn.).
Although both the model and the assumptions underlying may be questioned, these results
indicate that Gonatus in these areas provide a substantial food supply to its predators.
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Conclusions
The yearly production of Gonatus fabricii in the Norwegian Sea is estimated to be 20 mill.
tonnes. The most impOltant predators of Gonatus fabricii are the bottlenose whale and the
spenn whale. They are estimated to eat 480000 and 364 500 tonnes respectively. Hooded
sems also eat a considerable 3.i110Ufit of Gonarws fabricii . 111e present authors·think that a
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